
USING ANIMALS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ESSAY

Using animals in research has long been a crucial part of science and.

Although animals testing has become more prevalent over time it has been around since almost BC. Animals
are not only restricted to product testing, but also needed by biology students to study body function, body
parts and practice surgeries for learning and research It can be used for the findings of cures and medicines to
testing new drugs, to understanding the behavioral psychology of the animals themselves. PETA, par. Can my
paper be edited or proofread? You can select the style of referencing which you prefer; please click on the
Referencing tab to read more about this. Secondly, the use of animals as experiment objects is a form of
torture to them because for the scientists to get accurate results, they have to inject the animals severally.
References BBC. This basically means to change the methods used for research from animal testing; lower the
amount of animal testing used; and to make sure that if animal testing is used that the animals are not suffering
and that they are living in a better environment. Although animals are living things they are not exactly the
same as humans, therefore it is considered unreliable to us animals for scientific research due to these
differences. Animal testing is not only cruel and abusive but also inapplicable to humans, unreliable and often
ineffective. Scientists believe that animal testing is acceptable because it is used for diseases On the one hand
it is considered morally wrong to use animals in this way solely for human benefit. These acts of animal
experimentation have caused a decrease in the number of some species of animals, while others have broken
several rights that animals have and are protected under The Animal Welfare Act. That is only 0. Many people
worry that using our services constitutes cheating. We think it is highly unethical to put reputation of our
customers under question. If you have changed your mind about the nature and requirements of the order, and
are essentially asking for a new paper to be written, then we will treat this as a new order. This fact
demonstrates that no animal is safe from experimentation. In some cases, this is true. We have cured mice of
cancer for decades and it simply did not work in human beings. Animals feel pain and fear just as we do.
Pepper sadly died after having a cardiac pacemaker implanted into her body during an experiment. However,
many will argue it is an unethical and inhumane way to treat animals, as science has made tremendous strides
in evolution and can change their methods On the other hand, removing animals completely from the lab
would impede our understanding of health and disease, and consequently affect the development of new and
vital treatments. Imagine that you are being poked and probed by needles for the benefits of humans. Yes
Scientists have been able to advance their knowledge of human and animal health and disease dramatically by
studying model organisms. This is around times more animals than the number used in scientific research.
Since then, animals have had invasives tests performed on them, been killed, and been experimented on in the
name of science or for profit. Over the years, scientists have gained the ability to solve medical problems, cure
diseases, and develop vaccines all with the use of animals during scientific research. The use of animals in
scientific research has long been the subject of heated debate. The first known vivisection was done by a
Greek philosopher, Alcmaeon, in B. Introduction I. Jay Vacanti and his team grew an ear on the back of a
mouse  If so, what should are the possible considerations and limitations related to the matter? Therefore,
some animals sadly have to die. We have grown from an international organization catering for students all
over the world, and we are now offering an additional UK-based service for UK students, with UK writers.
Animal experimentation is the use of animals in scientific research. Animal research has had a main function
in many scientific and medical advances in the past decade and is helping in the understanding of several
diseases.


